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Abstract
The ongoing global coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) outbreak has attained a pandemic status and is increasing with each day in terms of caseload, attributed deaths, and geographical distribution. Owing to the unknown nature of the disease, there is a lot of myth, misconceptions, and fear prevailing about the nature of the disease, and thus, people are very much prone to psychological and mental illnesses. At the same time, the practice of quarantine, which separates healthy individuals for 14 days from their family members, the probability of the development of anxiety, and depression also increase extensively. Considering the fact that the disease infects everyone and no population group or socioeconomic class is immune, it is the need of the hour to be empathetic and compassionate toward the affected, treated, or recovered individuals and not encourage stigma against them. In conclusion, mental illnesses and poor mental health are the potential adverse effects of this novel COVID-19 pandemic. It is the time wherein we all have to together approach toward the problem as a team and improve the mental look out of the general population as well as the diagnosed patients and their family members.
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Introduction
The ongoing global coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) outbreak has attained a pandemic status and is increasing with each day in terms of caseload, attributed deaths, and geographical distribution. Since the start of the outbreak, a total of 88.7 million cases have been detected worldwide, of which 1.9 million patients have lost their lives to the complications associated with the disease. It is an alarming fact that the disease which started with a cluster of pneumonia cases in a single city of China have now been reported in 222 nations and territories, which is a clear indicator of the potential of the international spread of the disease.

Contributing Factors for Impairment of Mental Health
Owing to the unknown nature of the disease, there is a lot of myth, misconceptions, and fear prevailing about the nature of the disease, and thus, people are very much prone to psychological and mental illnesses. At the same time, the practice of quarantine, which separates healthy individuals for 14 days from their family members, the probability of the development of anxiety, and depression also increase extensively. Considering the fact that the disease infects everyone and no population group or socioeconomic class is immune, it is the need of the hour to be empathetic and compassionate toward the affected, treated, or recovered individuals and not encourage stigma against them.

Safeguarding Mental Health
It is important that the general population should take measures not only to protect themselves but also to give respect to the health personnel involved in the care of COVID-19-affected individuals. Further, instead of watching some news about the disease throughout the day and feeling distressed, it is ideal to limit screen time and look for positive experiences, wherein one individual has recovered from the disease. From the healthcare professional perspective, it is obvious that they will feel the stress of the work and the potential risk of getting infected, but it is essential for them to maintain their mental well-being, which essentially includes taking adequate rest, eating healthy foods, and refrain from harmful practices.

Additional Effective Strategies
Moreover, to avoid any mental consequences, it will be good to be in touch with family members at least on the phone and practice stress-relieving habits (e.g., yoga and music). Finally, health professionals should have a supportive behavior toward the population and patients and should try their level best to extend the psychosocial support. The managers of a health facility have even more responsibility as they have to ensure that all health professionals work for the prescribed amount of time without getting stressed out and they should not only have better communication skills but also take steps to ensure that their entire
team is aware of the availability of mental health experts and when to approach them.2,3 Furthermore, paramedical workers should also be trained to offer first aid in terms of psychological support to the people and quarantined individuals.4

MEASURES FOR VULNERABLE POPULATION GROUPS
In the case of children, the health professionals should try to identify the way in which a child expresses their emotions, as it will help in the detection of mental illnesses at the earliest.4 The entire process can be expedited by engaging them in creative tasks or by keeping them close to their parents–family–caregivers, and efforts should be taken to not disturb the daily routine of the children. On the contrary, the elderly people tend to suffer from severe forms of disease and also have various psychiatric concerns linked with isolation, and thus, they are in immense need of emotional support.4 It is the responsibility of the health personnel to share simple information with them without scaring them about the disease.4,5

MAINTAINING DAILY ROUTINE AND ROLE OF HEALTH SECTOR
It is extremely essential that the people who are under isolation should continue to be a part of their social network, maintain their personal daily routine, and focus on their own needs by getting involved in healthy activities.2–4 As healthcare facilities are supposed to be a high-risk place where the general population is very much reluctant to visit, the health professionals have come with a structured letter therapy, which is a psychological intervention and can aid in the process of consultation, detection, and treatment of mental illnesses, all in one go.6 Further, health establishments should have facilities for the provision of urgent mental illnesses like delirium or psychosis or other severe mental illnesses, including drugs.4

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, mental illnesses and poor mental health are the potential adverse effects of this novel COVID-19 pandemic. It is the time wherein we all have to together approach toward the problem as a team and improve the mental look out of the general population as well as the diagnosed patients and their family members.
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